Central University of Kashmir
Counselling list of Gate candidates of M.Tech I.T programme-2019 PGQP54
(PG274)
Open Merit (OM)
S.No

RegNo

RollNo

CandidateName

FatherName

Total

1

PG20025342

21810287

OBAID QADRI

ALI MOHAMMAD QADRI

54.75

2

PG20058379

21340338

AABID HUSAIN RATHER

ALI MOHAMMAD RATHER

44.75

3

PG20022123

21060320

SHAMEER BASHIR

BASHIR AHMAD BHAT

37.75

4

PG20039540

21100320

AIMAN SHABIR

SHABIR AHMAD WANI

36.75

5

PG20017051

22080256

BHEEMAVARAPU VIVEKANANDA
MARREDDY UMA VANI
REDDY

33.25

6

PG20048415

21971306

ANNA MUKHTAR

MUKHTAR AHMAD

26.25

TAHA MAJID SHAH

27.50

EWS
1

PG20037221

21971290

ABDUL MANNAN SHAH

Notes:
1) The candidates are informed to bring along with them the following documents at the time of counselling, failing which their name shall NOT be
considered for admission:
a) Qualifying marks certificates in original and self-attested Photostat copies.
b) Attested photocopy of Matriculation Certificate bearing D.O.B
c) Provisional and Character Certificates in original.
d) Valid GATE Score Card
e) OBC & EWS candidates are required to submit the latest OBC & EWS certificate respectively in the format prescribed by the Govt. of India and is
available at the University website www.cukashmir.ac.in.
2) Counselling Form is available on the University Website (cukashmir.ac.in).
3) In case a candidate fails to attend the counselling on the stipulated date, he/she shall forfiet his/her right to be considered for the admission and the
resultant vacant seat shall be offered to the next candidate in the order of merit.
4) Only those candidates shall be considered for counselling who have completed their qualifying degree by or before the date of counselling.
5) In case of tie between the candidates in the entrance score, marks obtained at UG level shall be considered as the deciding factor regarding the
allotment of seat in that case.
6) Mere appearing in the counselling does not entitle the candidate to be considered for admission to the course; unless, he/she fulfils the eligibility
criteria.

